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This report has been
designed to give you the
key insights on the
current Dua Lipa Fan in
Australia.

.

The Report will cover
1. Key Takeaways
2. Artist Affinity
3. Artist Insights
4. Music Insights
5. Brand Insights
6. Media Insights

Key Takeaways
Dua Lipa fans are likely to be spending on tech or experiences and they

Fashion, celebrity news and reality TV are key interests for Dua Lipa

are drawn to brands that are trendy/cool, fun and bold. Brands they love

Fans. They also like to be involved in the community around them

outside of this skew towards luxury and alcohol brands. Consider these

and are 1.9x more likely to care strong about gender equality.

within brand partnerships.

Interested
in
Out & Proud & Impulse Buyers are two DNA
Segments that Warner have focused marketing
efforts towards for Dua Lipa, these DNA
Segments both current sit strongly in her
Superfan Affinity Zone.

DNA
Segments

Brand
Love

97% of Dua Lipa fans regularly use social
media & Artists, Bands & Musicians are one

Social
Media

of the top personalities they follow. They are
2x more likely than the general population to
follow artists that they share similar interests
with.

Video media channels are key. Dua Lipa
fans are high consumers of video content

4.6 Million Australian’s say the love
or like Dua Lipa. This audience is
young, likely to be between 16-34.
They are of an even gender split and a
high affluency.

4.6 Mil

Video

across TV, online streaming and YouTube
media channels. Entertainment & Lifestyle
are key content categories for this
audience.

Lets look at the…

ARTIST
AFFINTY.

“

Starting from scratch with Dua Lipa, new to
the Australian market, we used the AP DNA
Segmentation model to help identify
audiences best suited to her. We created
marketing & media strategy to ensure Dua
Lipa was showing up where they were …

“

DNA Segments Targeted for Dua Lipa
2017-2020

Market Potential: 1.6mil

Market Potential: 1.1mil

Market Potential: 2.3mil

Market Potential: 2.8mil

Those who identify as
being Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender or
Queer

Impulse Buyers are those
who tend to act out of
emotion rather than logic
when it comes to making
purchasing decisions

Ambitious goal-oriented
young people

Selfie Queens always have
a phone in hand. They're
constantly posting photos
and updates on social
media

“

We can look at the Affinity Chart
for Dua Lipa to see where these
DNA Segments now sit in terms of
awareness & fandom, to see if our
efforts were effective …

“

Artist Affinity
Action the Insight

The Artist Affinity showcases the levels of awareness and fandom that an
artist has across the Population 16-64.
Using an algorithm, it also identifies the best-matched DNA Segments for
each zone of the Affinity chart

.

Artist Affinity Zones
Super Fan

Fans

Your diehard fans,
they have every
album, have all the
merch, and go to
every gig.

Still big fans, but not
as crazed as a
Super Fan.

Need
Convincing

They are sitting on
the fence; this group
know the artist &
their music but still
need to be
convinced to say
they are a Fan.

Not
Intereste
d

Know the
name but
not the
music.

I don’t
know
them at
all

This group have
decided they are not
interested in the
artist.

This group have
heard of the artist
but wouldn't be able
to tell you one of
their songs.

Completely
unaware.

Dua Lipa Artist Affinity
Where do these segments now live in her Artist Affinity chart?

Super Fans

20%
9%

Fans

Need Convincing

13%

38%
21%

Not Interested

19%

4%

Know the name but
not the music

4%

I don’t know them at all

3%
7%

40%

DNA Segments Targeted for Dua Lipa
Past Campaigns
Where do these segments now live in her Artist Affinity chart?

2.0x more likely to be
Super Fans of Dua Lipa

3.5x more likely to be
Super Fans of Dua Lipa

2.1x more likely to be
Fans of Dua Lipa

1.8x more likely to be
Fans of Dua Lipa

Now let’s have a look at the
current Dua Lipa Audience
Profile …

“

“

Let’s look at…

AUDIENCE
INSIGHTS.

Audience Demographics
Age
16-24
25-34:
35-44:
45-54:
55-64:

34%
31%
20%
11%
5%

Market
Potential
4.6 Mil

Region
Action the Insight

Gender
Male:
53%
Female: 47%

Insights for Everyone
The standard audience profile is made up of audience
demographics. Consumer research delivers you a clear
picture of what the audience profile is from a general
population point of view. This allows you to get a true
top-level picture of the audience.

NSW
VIC
QLD

Highest Propensity Region
ACT
WA
NSW

Affluence
Score
High
Affluency

NSW is a sweet
spot region as it
is both high
reaching & high
propensity.

Highest Reach Region

Region
37%
Urban:
Suburban: 57%
Rural:
5%

Consumption Habits – Red indicates over index compared to general population

16-24:
25-34:
35-44:
45-54:
55-64:

29%
28%
21%
14%
8%

Audience Attitudes & Activities

What do they believe and like to do more than the general population?

Attitudes
“I feel positive about the
global economy”
“I'd rather sign up for a
membership to a product
/ service than pay extra
to own it”

“I like to challenge
and push myself to be
the best I can be in
life”

“I would buy a product /
service simply for the
experience of being part of
the community built
around it”

“I regularly inform friends
and family on new
products / services”

Sport 1
Sport 2
Activities
Sport 3

Action the Insight
Celebrity news /
gossip

Entrepreneurship

Playing sport

Today more than ever
understanding the attitudes of
an audience is a critical part of
successful content marketing.

Table tennis
Basketball
Athletics

By understanding their
mindset & motivations you can
craft a creative message that is
going to genuinely connect
with them.

Causes they
care about

A smart way to build brand
awareness across an audience
is through their interests &
hobbies as it allows you to
make a more authentic
connection through
something they enjoy.

Fashion
Gender equality

Reality TV

Insights for Content Creation
& Marketing

Activity 3

Now for…

MUSIC
INSIGHTS.

Music Behaviours

"I mainly listen to
music artists that
are well-known /
popular"

Why they
follow Artists
"I share
common
interests with
them"

The music behaviours they’re more likely to do
compared to the general population

Purchased VIP ticket
Attended a live concert or festival

Streaming
Platforms FREE

more likely
than the general
population to follow their
favourite artists on
Instagram

Hip-Hop
Pop / Top 40
Indie Pop
R'n'B

Playlist
Preference
Hot Hits AustraliaSpotify

Listen to
Rap

Maintained membership in an
artist / band fan club
Shared my own playlists or music
recommendations on social media

"I am passionate
about a really wide
range of music
artists"

1.6x

Music Activities

Action the Insight

Top Genres
Fans Of
Dua Lipa
Charli XCX
Lizzo
Diplo
A Boogie wit
da Hoodie

Streaming
Platforms PAID

Insights for Digital Teams, Content,
Business Development,
Promotions & Marketing

Music insights can be invaluable in
marketing strategy. They can be used to
help with partnership deals, inspire
content creation, orchestrate
distribution strategy and give you
insight into what type of music your
audience enjoys.

Moving onto…

BRAND
INSIGHTS.

High Reach Brands are
brands that a large
proportion of the audience like.

Brand Preferences

If your audience has a high reach
score against any brand (or their
competitors), then you are
offering that brand an
opportunity to reach
high volumes of potential
customers through
accessing your
audience.

Brands MOST
of them USE

Brands they
LOVE

Brands they love are brands
that the audience are
advocates for.
High Propensity is a great
leverage point when trying to
work with a brand.

Consumer Behaviour
They are
shopping at
Footlocker

These are the consumer behaviours they're more likely to
do compared to the general population

Zara

They recently
purchased

The Iconic

2-in-1 laptop / tablet

David Jones
Cotton On

Experience
Desktop PC

Household
Income

Where do you
discover new brands
or products
Vlogs

Action the insight

Music Streaming Services

Insights for Brand
Partnerships, Marketing &
Business Development.

Ads seen on mobile or
tablet apps

What do they want to
see from brands

Top 10%

What they want
brands to be
Trendy / cool
Young
Bold

Run customer communities /
forums
Offer customized /
personalized products
Make you feel valued

Consumer insights let you
know what they like to spend
their money on and where… 
Understanding recent
purchases or retail preferences
can help deliver insights for
merchandise or retail
collaborations

Moving onto…

MEDIA
INSIGHTS.

Platform Consideration Set
The key benefits of each media platform

Despite losing some of its audience dominance to digital
media channels, Television is still one of the most
powerful communication platforms available to
Advertisers.
Nothing can create a brand image more dramatically or
rapidly than a combination of vision, emotion, sound,
humor and personalities.

The online media world’s ability to deliver highly targeted
audiences allows you to create one-to-one relationships
which will extend and build brands at a more ‘personal’
level.
And, as individuals continue to search for information,
rather than passively receiving it, the online environment
represents a “pull” medium, which contrasts with
traditional “push” media like TV.

Social Media captures audiences where they already are
without being overly disruptive. Advanced targeting
capabilities and the ability to retarget engaged users
becomes extremely effective.
This environment is perfect for understanding the potential
audience through their interaction with content in the
ways of comments, likes and shares with friends.
An active social media presence will effectively assist in
building an authentic relationship between brands and
their consumer without heavily pushing content.

Radio is one of the great frequency builders in the media
marketplace.
Listeners can develop a very special relationship and
connection with their favorite programmes/stations. They
can become very involved through chats, phone-ins,
games, competitions, etc. making this an engaging medium
for your brand.

Out of Home delivers high frequency to a mass market
audience and as such are often used as support media
platforms to brand building campaigns.
Creative messages must be short and clearly
comprehended due to the short time frame of each
message exposure. Fantastic results have been achieved
with groundbreaking creative executions.

Cinema delivers a captive audience in a completely
engrossing environment.
Capitalizing on these audience dynamics can be a truly fun,
inventive process that can deliver huge dividends especially given the word of mouth extensions that social
media provides to well received campaigns.

Print is a tactile medium and can provide highly effective
audience targeting in an environment that transfers
significant influence from the host title to the brand
campaign.
Often the online versions of these titles delivers more
audience reach.

Media Insights
Clever & Connected
Television : 96%
TV/Online Streaming : 71%
Radio : 54%

Consumption Habits

Online Radio : 32%
Music Streaming : 69%
Podcasting : 42%

Online Press : 72%
Print : 66%

Social Media : 97%
Online Browsing via Desktop: 97%
Online Browsing via Mobile : 97%

TV Genres

Education
Culture/Arts & Music
Entertainment/Variety

Most Engaged
Social Channels

WeChat
Pinterest

TV Channels

Nickelodeon
MTV
CNN

Highest Reach
Social Channels

Facebook
YouTube

TV Shows

The Project
Playing for Keeps
The Ellen DeGeneres Show

Frequently used
online properties

Celebrity Gossip
Lifestyle

TV Streaming
Platforms

9Now
Google Play

Magazines

GQ
Who
Men's Health

Radio

Triple J
Nova Network
ABC News

Online Press

The Economist
MailOnline
National Geographic

Radio Sessions

7pm - 12am - Weekdays
4pm - 7pm - Weekends

OOH

At a music concert venue, music festival,
nightclub, etc.
At gyms or fitness centers

Consumption Habits – Red indicates over index compared to general population

Action the insight
Insights for Marketing &
Promotions
The media maze can be
difficult one navigate with so
many different channels,
targeting options, metrics.
These insights help pinpoint
key properties that your
audience use, engage or
consume regularly. A
combination of different
channels will help you create
message frequency without
creating a feeling of overkill.

Online & Social Actions
Who they
follow online
Brands you like
Singers, musicians or
bands

Sent a video Snap
Used the Snapchat camera

Uploaded a photo of my own
Sent a photo Snap

Watched an educational video
Watched a film trailer

Action the insight

Commented on a photo or video clip

What they
do on
platform

Created or viewed a Story

Visited a company, brand or product's
Facebook page

Watched a news clip or story

Watched a video

Insights for Content Creation, Marketing &
Promotions

Posted a comment about a product or brand

Can’t decide if you should do an Instagram
story or focus on the social feed? Do they
follow brands or influencers?
Here is some insight to help guide you.

Online
Activites

Listened to an online radio station /
service
Visited a business news website

Used an online dating app or service
Used voice search or voice command tools

Thank you.

Please reach out if you have any questions : APinsights@audienceprecision.com

